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TRENDSETTER YARNS USED: STITCHES USED:
Cha Cha #891(A), #10(B)-1/100gr. ea. Garter St.:
Cha Cha #413(A), #652(B)-1/100gr. ea. KNIT every row.
Trendsetter Needles #8.

CHA CHA STRIPED DIAGONAL SHORT SCARF – KNITTING INSTRUCTIONS

DIAGONAL KNITTING:
Row 1: Knit across the row.
Row 2: K1 Increasing in stitch. Knit until 2sts remain. K2-tog.



Be sure to keep Cha Cha flat when winding. Put yarn on yarn swift and wrap yarn around cardboard, yarn label,
or paper towel tube. Keep yarn flat so it is easy to knit with and all boxes remain horizontal.

With #8 needle and Cha Cha A, Cast on 20sts as follows: 
Be sure yarn has a smooth cut edge that runs vertically through center of an open box. Fold tail over so that
two boxes overlap in a row. This creates a HEM. With point of Needle, pick up first doubled box from back to
front. (Threads sit on needle as your stitch.) Repeat for next doubled box. Pick up 18 additional boxes from back
to front. 20sts are now on the needle. Knit 1 row through back of each stitch to twist on this row only. (All other
rows will be knit through front of stitch.) Join B by hemming the end as written in Cha Cha instructions on first
page and work following the Diagonal Knitting pattern above. Continue working in Diagonal pattern changing
color every 2 rows keeping first of each color as a Knit row and the second row as a Pattern row. Continue until
½ of each skein of Cha Cha is worked or desired length for short scarf when wrapped around neck. Work 2 rows
of color A, creating a hem on the final 2 stitches. Work 2 rows of Color B, binding off on second row. With a
piece of sewing thread or thin yarn, pull through last stitch from Bind Off’s. Knot carefully and bury tails to keep
stitches from opening up.


